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Nomenclature 
KSC = Kennedy Space Center 
GFAST = Ground Flight Application Software Team 
SRDS = Software Requirements & Design Specification 
TBD = To Be Determined 
CUI = Compact Unique Identifier  
GUI = Graphical User Interface 
ILOA = Integrated Launch Operations Applications 
DE = Display Editor 
LCS = Launch Control System 
ACL = Application Command Language 
ASF = Application Services and Framework 
C++ = Name of an Object Oriented programming Language 
 
I. Abstract 
The Launch Control System (LCS) developed at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center (KSC) will be 
used to launch future spacecraft. Two of the many components of this system are the Application Control 
Language (ACL) and remote displays. ACL is a high level domain specific language that is used to write 
remote control applications for LCS. Remote displays are graphical user interfaces (GUIs) developed to 
display vehicle and Ground Support Equipment (GSE) data, they also provide the ability to send commands 
to control GSE and the vehicle. The remote displays and the control applications have many facets and this 
internship experience dealt with several of them. 
II. Introduction 
As mentioned before, ACL is part of the LCS developed at KSC, which will be used to launch future 
spacecraft. For remote control applications, the ASF created the Application Command Language (ACL). ACL is an 
abstract layer on C++ and is a language that is used by NASA engineers for checkout and launch of spacecraft. ACL 
provides NASA engineers the ability to monitor and control the vehicle and launch equipment prior to and during a 
launch. Due to the large amount of Application Programming Interface (API) calls thorough testing of the language 
is required.             
 The following report will explain what is involved in the process of writing, testing and documenting remote 
control software, unit testing for the ASF and ACL and other tasks involved in the LCS software development. 
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III. Remote Control Displays Creation 
To be able to access the Display Editor (DE) for creating remote displays, one needs a Linux virtual machine 
to access it. The DE is a drag and drop environment, one can easily choose the type of object that wants to add and 
edit its properties to tie it to data and end items. These objects are called “Symbols” in the editor; examples of these 
are the Text Measurement which deals with text displays, the Command button to set values or change hardware states, 
the Display button that launches additional displays, and the State Component that displays images corresponding to 
enumeration states. 
 
        
                                        Image 1 – Example of a remote control display that tests each  
                                                       of the symbols and adds a background image. 
 
When one adds a symbol to a display within the display editor, one has the ability to choose a Compact 
Unique Identifier (CUI). A CUI is an identifier that can represent measurement data and commands used within 
displays. Additionally within the LCS, CUIs are a method to be able to represent commands, measurements, events 
or prompts. CUIs provide the engineers with the ability to tie displays within the control system. 
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After symbols and images are 
added to the display one can run the 
display from the editor in the Test 
Driver. Measurement CUI values can be 
changed within the test driver to test 
how the display will look with different 
values. Eventually if one chooses to run 
the display it will work as expected if 
everything is correct. If we have a link 
to another display it will not work but it 
will show the path so that you know if 
the link is correct. Once a display is 
ready to be used it is then promoted to 
the AccuRev source control tool. 
 
           Image 2 – Test display in the Test Driver, it shows the      
                            change one has to make (in yellow) if a float is used. 
 
 
IV. ASF Functional Testing 
 
In this internship, one was trained as a remote software developer for the Integrated Launch Operations 
Applications (ILOA) software, this is a software that is written in ACL. ILOA software is utilized by GSE subsystems; 
each subsystem focuses on a certain part of the rocket and ground components that the LCS needs.   
 Scripts done in ACL may also be used to initiate values shown on remote displays. To create a control 
application one has to log in to the Linux virtual machine environment and utilize the NetBeans Integrated 
Development Environment (IDE). After the control application is completed, one has to upload it to the AccuRev 
Software too. 
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Image 3 – ACL control application example. 
 
 
 
V. Modifications to the Database Differences Comparison Tool 
In addition to creating remote displays and control applications I made modifications to the Database 
Differences Comparison Tool (DDCT). It compares an old and a new CUI database and presents the changes in a log 
file. It was requested that new features should be added to the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and additional 
functionality be improved upon. First, the program was changed so that it remembers the file path of the databases, in 
an effort to reduce the number of mouse clicks by the user -both databases are now selected in the same window. 
Second, I improved the text file output format for the log file, by removing and unnecessary pop up and cleaning the 
log file output. 
 
 
Image 4 – GUI modification example. 
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Third, there was a problem in 
compilation in which the program 
needed several individual projects to 
run, so it could not be run as an 
executable file. To fix this, one has to 
modify the build.xml file of the main 
project. To include the other project 
files used- this ensures everything is 
included in one executable and can run 
on its own. 
 
Image 5 – Build.xml file modifications 
 
 
 
VI. Ground Flight Application Software Team (GFAST) Spreadsheets for Remote Displays Creation. 
Along with GSE subsystem creating remote displays and control applications, they have to create a Software 
Requirements & Design Specification (SRDS) document. This document is then processed by the GFAST and 
imported into an excel spreadsheet. During the internship one created a Visual Basic macro that reads the SRDS 
documents and can export permanent data in an excel spreadsheet. The macro runs automatically and searches through 
the whole document for the text selected, which is the title of every section. The search has the capability to identify 
duplicate data within the document and thus not export duplicates to the spreadsheet. This search was implemented 
so that one can use extra parameters to avoid adding unfinished sections (avoiding everything that has TBD or the 
placeholder [name] in the name of the search sections). 
 
 
Image 6 – Code snippet from the search macro. 
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Another parameter implemented within the macro is the creation of spaces to change excel cells using the 
parameter “~”.There’s also a summary created that counts the amount of items in each section. Once the macro has 
run completely, the file summary is saved in two formats, one in a word format that contains the results and summary 
and the other in a delimited “.tsv” file (tilde delimited file). The tilde delimited file is the one that gets imported to 
excel, and after getting the delimitation (the tildes) erased, the file imports the data in the format specified for the 
spreadsheets. 
 
 
 
 
                              
Image 7 – Example of an 
imported and delimited 
spreadsheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VII. Conclusion 
 
The creation of remote displays and control applications is divided in many different facets. This software is 
part of the Launch Control System (LCS) developed at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) to launch future rockets and 
spacecraft. This report explained how one created a remote display and a control application. This report also covered 
the enhancements made to the Databases Differences Comparison Tool, and it covered the macro developed to create 
spreadsheets used for the documentation of GSE subsystem displays. This report detailed how one enhanced tools that 
are used to develop ILOA software for the launch control system. 
 
